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So, You Want A Weimaraner? 
 
The Weimaraner is an intelligent and demanding animal. Ownership of the breed is not for the 
faint hearted or the total novice owner, although there is always an exception to the rule. They 
are strong-willed and stubborn and you must be one step ahead of them all the time. This guide 
has been written to explain the idiosyncrasies of the breed and how best to cope with them. 
 
A Brief History of the Weimaraner in the UK 
 
British officers who had been serving in Germany brought the first Weimaraners into the UK in 
1952; their interest being in the working abilities of the breed. By 1982 there were approximately 
1500 Weimaraners registered with the Kennel Club but the population exploded in the early 
naughties and more than 21000 registered.  

In the UK until 1961, Weimaraners had to compete against Pointers and Setters as there was 
no separate Hunt, Point, Retrieve trials until then. Weimaraners are worked on many shoots but 
fewer participate in field trials. Those that do compete, do so with a modicum of success. 

There was one breed club, namely the Weimaraner Club of Great Britain (WCGB) from 1953 to 
1985 when the Weimaraner Association was formed. It was obvious one club wasn’t enough 
since the popularity of the breed was on the increase. New owners needed information, help 
and the opportunity to get together with like-minded people. In 1992, the North of England 
Weimaraner Society was formed to represent the north as the WCGB & WA were national clubs. 
The Weimaraner Club of Scotland was formed in 1994 and is the only breed club in Scotland. 

Each breed club is very keen to welcome all Weimaraner owners. They are there for the breed, 
primarily to help you use and develop your dog’s talents in whatever way you want, to enjoy 
your dog to the utmost. These superb dogs need considerable mental and physical stimulation 
and companionship from his master. 
 
Finding A Breeder 
 
Expect to be interviewed thoroughly before you even see a litter, if this doesn’t happen, walk 
away. A good breeder will want to decide whether you are the right person to own a 
Weimaraner and whether your personal circumstances will suit. Don’t be offended; some 
questions can be quite searching. If the breeder won’t let you have a puppy, find out what the 
problems are and sort them. If you don’t find out the problem and get a puppy from a less 
knowledgeable and discriminating breeder (who is probably only after your money) you will end 
up with problems. 
 
Questions the breeder may ask you: 

¨ Have you owned a Weimaraner before? If not, have you owned a dog before? 
¨ Do you work? If so, how many hours? 
¨ Do you have children? If yes, how old are the children? If not, are you planning a family?  
¨ Do you have a garden? 
¨ Have you access to suitable walks? 
¨ Would you like a dog or a bitch? 
¨ Are you planning to breed from your Weimaraner? 
¨ Are you planning to take part in any activities with your Weimaraner? 

 
Ask the breeder lots of questions and find out what they know and how experienced they are. 
Expect to be able to discuss what you want the dog for and if for field work or whatever, whether 
they can either give you sound advice or know who you should talk to further. If the breeder 
cannot help you with any contacts for activities, is this the right person to be getting a puppy 
from? If the breeder insists you take part in certain disciplines with your dog, walk away. This 



will be about the breeder’s ambitions not about the puppy. 
 
Find out everything you can about how the puppy is bred. It may not always be possible to see 
the sire of the litter as many breeders travel lots of miles to use the right dog at stud. 
 
A good breeder will expect you to visit more than once and spend time with the puppies. Apart 
from getting to know the puppy a little, this will also give you the chance to see how the breeder 
reacts with the bitch and litter. Also look at the kennel/living area; is it clean? Is the bitch happy 
with the breeder? Are the pups outgoing and confidant? Have they been wormed regularly? 
What is being done to stimulate the pups and teach them about noise etc.? 
When searching for a puppy, a good start would be one of the four breed clubs, whose contact 
details can be found on the respective websites. Look at reputable websites; breed clubs, 
Champdogs or the Kennel Club. DO NOT buy a puppy from a puppy farm or pet websites such 
as Pets4Homes, Preloved or Gumtree. Walk away from any breeder who is quick to take a 
deposit from you or the full amount, one who will deliver your puppy to a car park or if you have 
not seen the mother.  
The pet websites allows ‘breeders’ to advertise irrespective of health tested stock or KC 
registrations. These are usually being sold for extortionate prices (£2500-£3500) and you have 
no idea what problems you may be buying. 
 
Collecting The Puppy 
 
You should be given the following with your puppy: 
 

• Kennel Club registration certificate 
• Pedigree certificate, signed by the owner 
• Diet sheet and general advice 
• Some of the food the puppy has been reared on 
• A Contract of Sale with any terms and conditions of sale   
• Microchipping documents and if the puppy is docked, appropriate documents for that too 

Expect the breeder to keep in touch to make sure the puppy is OK. A good breeder will be there 
to help you for the life of the puppy. 
 
Coping with a Weimaraner 

 
The Weimaraner is an all-purpose gundog. He was originally bred to work with a single man and 
his gun, and to deal not only with game for the table but track and hold at bay much larger game 
such as boar and deer. He was, and still is in Germany today, expected to defend his master 
against any form of attack. He was designed as a medium sized powerful hunting dog, with a 
strong protective instinct. 
 
As with any other breed, you must learn and understand the origins. This is a dog which has 
been produced to think for itself, to challenge the handler when the dog believes the handler is 
wrong, to run all day without tiring, to hunt a quarry for miles without giving up, and to defend 
against far larger creatures. The Weimaraner is also a very loyal breed. 
 
A Weimaraner is a working breed first and foremost but he will adapt in time to your 
requirements. However, the stubbornness, the challenging behaviour and the low boredom 
threshold means he needs to do an activity of some kind to stimulate him. 
 
This is why so many Weimaraner owners find living with an adolescent Weimaraner, especially 
a male a huge challenge and why so many end up in breed rescue. 
 



Some Of The Things They Do 
¨ Jumps fences, walls and up at people 
¨ Dig holes – enormous deep holes if left to it  
¨ Chase – cats, rabbits, other dogs and deer 
¨ Protect – anybody who comes into your territory  
¨ Bark – the Weimaraner barks when bored 
¨ Destroy the home if left for too long on his own  
¨ Challenges you constantly 
¨ Some Of The Things They NeedSomething to occupy an alert and intelligent brain 
¨ Clear instructions, and a clear understanding of the boundaries 
¨ Consistency and patience from you 
¨ Free running exercise for the adult dog 
¨ Companionship they don’t do well if left alone for long periods 

 
 
Are You Sure You Really Want A Weimaraner? 
 
This is a big question but one you MUST ask yourself before you go and look at a litter. Most 
people get a Weimaraner because of its looks and unique colour but what they are actually 
taking on is the equivalent to an elite athlete. 
 
 
Useful Basics 

¨ Get the puppy used to everything when you first get him; usual household noises such as the 
hoover, washing machine etc. and where he can and can’t go 

¨ Socialisation is essential; he is a Weimaraner and Weimaraners need to experience things 
when young. Socialise him at home with people coming to visit and when he is old enough, by 
going to puppy classes 

¨ After teaching the recall, teach the STOP command. This is most important and could be the 
difference between life and death if the dog chases. Use feeding time or treat time to help train 
the recall and stop command. 

¨ His name is personal choice but think about how the name will sound if you have to call him 
in a public place. 

¨ Be firm and consistent. Weimaraners don’t take kindly to harsh handling and respect you for 
being firm and consistent with your commands. 

¨ Do not throw sticks, as they can be dangerous. Tennis balls are generally too small for the 
breed too. 

¨ If you want to work him as a gundog, do not play pulling games but teach him to hand over 
anything he gives you 
 
 
A Few Tips to Help Your Sanity! 
 
The thing to remember always is, owning a Weimaraner is a commitment for life, and not just 
because of his colour or stature. 

 
When taking your puppy home for the first time, don’t have lots of visitors on the same day. It is 
an ordeal for your puppy and introductions with the family, including other pets should be done 
slowly. 

 

Start as you mean to go on. If you don’t want your adult dog on the furniture, then your puppy 
doesn’t go on it. Similarly, if you don’t want him sleeping on your bed as an adult, he doesn’t as 
a puppy. The first few nights might be noisy as your puppy settles in to his new surroundings. If 



he cries, try to avoid going to comfort him, as he will continue if you answer his calls. Make sure 
he is warm enough and possibly leave a night light on. 

 
¨ Clear away ornaments and plants before the puppy does 
¨ Children’s toys and puppy’s toys should not be interchangeable; this does help children to put 

their things away. The puppy’s toys are his toys but encourage him to let you take them, always 
giving lots of praise when you do and return them to him 

¨ Don’t allow children to tease the puppy, with toys or with anything else 
¨ Do have a routine for feeding times and similar  
¨ Make sure you have time away from your puppy. If you are never apart, he won’t settle when 

you have to leave him. The puppy’s life revolves around your life, not the other way around. 
 
 
 
Health 
 
You need to be aware of some of the problems, which might occur with this breed; many of 
these are common to all dogs especially the larger breeds. If you suspect your dog is ill, contact 
your vet for advice. 
 
Gastric Dilation And Volvulus (Bloat). 
This is the main fear of all Weimaraner owners. It is a life threatening condition. It must be 
treated immediately. Nobody yet knows what causes it. You need to know as much as possible 
about it and you must ask your vet to tell you exactly how to recognise the early signs.  
 
Distichiasis 
Extra eyelashes, which grow inwards. Corrective surgery required. 
 
Ectropian 
Lower eyelid turn outwards. Not common but cases noted. Corrective surgery required. 
 
Entropian 
Lower eyelid turn inwards. Not common but cases noted. Corrective surgery required. 
 
Juvenile Pyoderma 
Pustular skin condition often seen in puppies and young adults. Needs treatment usually 
antibiotics and steroids. 
 
Auto Immune Disease 
Seen in many breeds in young pups. Careful care and veterinary treatment should get the dog 
through it but it can be painful for the dog and difficult for the owner.  
 
Syringomyelia 
Chronic progressive disease that affects the spinal cord. Dog lacks co-ordination and bunny 
hops rather than flowing across the ground. There is no treatment yet. Rare in the Weimaraner 
but cases have been recorded. 
 
Pancreatic Insufficiency 
Lack of enzymes normally produced by the pancreas. Dog is not thriving or putting on weight. 
Medication required. 
 
Hip Dysplasia 
It can broadly be described as “ill fitting hip joints”. It is first seen in the way the dog moves, 
hopping rather than striding out. It is a painful condition but can be managed. In general terms, 
the earlier you see it, the better the management. Many dogs are now X-rayed and the hips are 



“scored”, which means the hip joints are measured. The higher the score, the worse the 
formation of the hips. The breeder will have had stock X-rayed before breeding and can show 
you records of scores. It is not life threatening and can be managed; in some case an operation 
is required. Feeding the wrong diet or too much exercise too early can also cause HD.  
 
Frequently Asked Questions 

How big will my dog grow? 
Dogs: between 24 - 27 inches at the shoulder; Bitches: 22 – 25 inches. On average they should 
weigh between 25 – 35 kgs. 

How long do they live? 
12 years old is a good age but many live longer. 

How much exercise do they need? 
A Weimaraner can take as much exercise as you can give them. If you can only manage 30 
minutes one day, they will cope but the following day, you may notice a hyper dog the following 
day. Free running exercise is good as is controlled walking.  
 
Puppies should only be allowed to run free and for about 15 – 20 minutes a day until they are 
about 6 – 8 months old. 
 
Is it a good idea to get 2 puppies at the same time? 
NO! The puppies will rely on each other and ignore you. Sometimes, siblings fight too. 
 
Are they good with other pets?                                     
Yes but introductions should be made gradually.  
 
Are they good with children? 
Yes but each must learn to respect each other. Teach the child not to pull or climb over the dog 
and not to take toys/chews off the dog. Children and dogs can become inseparable. 

Are they noisy? 
They can be especially if he is left alone for long periods of time. If they hear an unfamiliar 
sound they can bark too. 
 
Should I get a dog or a bitch? 
This is personal preference. A male is larger, heavier and can be dominant. However, they are 
loyal and loving. Bitches can be more independent than males, more hormonal and have 
seasons twice a year. They can have a phantom pregnancy after a season too. 
Does a dog need to mate bitches to be happy? 
NO! Using a dog at stud can make him more hormonal and change his temperament.  
 
Does a bitch need to have a litter? 
NO! Breeding is stressful but can be very rewarding. Lots can go wrong, including needing a 
caesarean section or losing the bitch and/or puppies. A bitch will be no better off for having 
being bred from. 
 
Are they easy to train? 
They are quick learners and they enjoy all types of work, however, they can become bored 
quickly if doing repetitive work. They benefit from a lot of time, patience and knowledge from his 
owner.  
 
 
 



The Weimaraner as a Gundog 
 
The Weimaraner is, above all, a working gundog. His characteristics are those needed for the 
job that he does. The breed standard says: “hunting ability is of paramount concern". 
 
If this is your first Weimaraner then you must be aware that you now have an HPR; that is, one 
of the various breeds which make up a group of working dogs whose function is described as 
Hunt, Point and Retrieve. This means the dog will quarter the ground into wind searching for the 
scent of game. On finding game, it will point the scent it finds then make it move or fly so that 
the game can be shot to be retrieved to hand. 
 
These functions come built-in and can be developed early on. If you leave the puppy to teach 
himself, he will tell you what he wants to do making him master of you. If you choose to work 
your dog as a gundog, find a trainer who is au fait with the HPR breeds, in particular the 
Weimaraner. 
 
What people find is that they have brought up a pet that is allowed to get away with a lot. Then 
one day it will scent something and his instincts have been awakened meaning he suddenly 
wants to chase. You may not want to work your Weimaraner as a working gundog but you still 
need to find out how to manage its instincts and what makes him tick. 
 
Enjoy your Weimaraner; remembering, the more you put in, the more he will give you back 
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